
AN EPIDEMIC OF DISHONESTY 
 
    Shysters and scam artists have always been attracted by the scent of fear. Any threat 
that scares the masses offers hucksters and frauds an open door. Yesterday, for 
example, I got an urgent call telling me that gas service at my home would be cut off if I 
didn’t send them payment immediately. Of course, my gas bill was not really delinquent, 
and any dollars I sent online would have wound up in some place like Madagascar. And 
this is only one of dozens of scams presently aimed at folks who are already shaken by 
the coronavirus upheaval. 
    Every new plague stirs the juices of faith healers and fills their pockets. COVID-19 
was still new news when we starting getting offers of all sorts of fake medications. And 
fake health plans began showing up in our spam email files. The virus was just 
escaping China, and already it had inspired fraud worldwide. Of course, the resulting 
stock market crash fueled fear and opened the door for all sorts of cons. 
    “Crimes rates are down dramatically,” our local police reported after two weeks of 
official social distancing barriers. Evidently it’s harder to break into homes when the 
occupants are confined there, rowdiness declines when bars close, and you can’t hold 
up a bank when it’s front door is locked. Who could have foreseen this side-effect of 
coronavirus controls? 
    What seems to be working in our town, though, certainly isn’t working everywhere. 
Cops in larger cities tell us that metro crooks have cleaned out an alarming number of 
shops and offices left closed, empty, and unprotected because of the virus rules. It’s 
easier to break into a store if the owner and all his staff are sequestered at home. News 
photos showed shattered store windows and rummaged shelves where thieves had 
trashed virus-closed businesses. 
    Bad boys and bad girls don’t need a virus outbreak to make them dishonest, of 
course. In all places and all times crooks and cheats and liars and scammers will be 
busy ripping off victims (especially the elderly, sick, and confused—the most vulnerable 
ones). And when snake-oilers are furloughed from work, they have more time on their 
hands to ply their lucrative schemes. 
    Instead of exploiting our virus-ignited fears, this present wave of con-artists would do 
well to be frightened by the inevitable results of their own behavior. As Proverbs 11:3 
warns, “If you are good, you are guided by honesty. People who can’t be trusted are 
destroyed by their own dishonesty.” 
 


